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ABSTRACT

The paper gives a brief overview of work on atmospheric turbulence at DFVLR, and describes the research tools,
which include instrumented aircraft and numerical models. Some results of research on turbulence characteristics are given;
these are mostly in the convective boundary layer. The report discusses their application to the study of aircraft response and
airframe loadings.

Paper presented to the Sub-Committee on Flight of Flexible Aircraft in Turbulence, under the chairmanship of
Dr G.Coupry.

Ce rapport fournit une synthese des travaux effecues au DFVLR sur Ia turbulence atmospherique, avec une
description des moyens de recherche employcs, qui comprennent des aeronefs dquipds d'instruments et des modeles
numeiques. Quelques rdsultats de recherche sur les caracteristiques de la turbulence y sont indiques; ceux-ci concernent
principalement la couche limite convective. Le rapport examine les possibilites des applications de ces resultats a I'etude de
la r~ponse des aeronefs et de leurs structures aux contraintes de la turbulence. Le rapport a 6t6 presente au sous-comit pour
le vol des aeronefs a structure non-igide en milieu turbulent, presidi par le Dr G-Coupry.
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A brief overview of atmoshric turbuleme work at IFJIR is presented. 7he man resear h tools
covering aircraft and numerical models are described. Sm results on turbulence car-rerictjcs mostly
in the convective boudary layer are given, and their use for aircraft response and loads stalies is
illustrated.

1. flfECYIGI

This report gives a brief overview on the status of atmopheric turbulenoe research mainly at the
Institute of Atmspheric Physics of the German Aers p Resrc Establishmnt (MMR) - with same
limited referenc to work going on elwAwe. The krwlede of atmeric turbulence, in particular in
lower altitudes, has advanced couiderably cim to both ervational and r-oelirg studies. From the
available experimntal and numerical data a variety of simple models (analytical formulas) have been
derived. A reont and cmpre ive revieu of the state of the art with particular referece to
enineering applications is given by Panofaky and Dittan (1984).

The material presented my crxntrimt to aircraft respone and loads studies in two ways: firstly,
to supply additional data sets from various altitude ranges and meteorological corditiuns, and
secoUdly, to provide a basis consisting of a theoretical fra rk and a complete data base for :asting
different aproaches (and possibly, to derive a unified procedure).

The paper consists of two main parts: one to introduce briefly the various research tools
available for atmospheric turbulence studies at DFV R, and another to describe several results that are
believed to be of Importance to aircraft respos and loads studies.

2. HIn OIE

The complex nature of atmospheric turbulence (see Figure 1) makes it necessary to use a variety of
research tools in a ocuplementary and ayneristic approach. The Institute of Atmospheric Physics uses
several researd aircraft and smm numerical models. Figure 2 shows the different kinds of results that
can be obtained from these tools.

2.1 Atmhr research airctaft

The Institute of Atmosperic Physics is currently using eight research aircraft for various
meteorological programs. Amoug these a two engine jet aircraft Dassault Falcon E and three instrumeted
ASK 16 powered gliders are fully (Faloon) or partly (motor gliders) equipped for the masurment of
atmospheric turbulence and wind.

Falon

Th two-engine jet is a high altitude fast research aircraft instrumented for wind, turbule and
cloud phyics mesasuremats ai able to carry remote sensing eqipmnt. A description of the aircraft
and saw remults of measurements are given by Fimpal (1987). A detailed manual was compiled by
Mlisdcsr (1985). Figure 3 shas a side view with the locations of the sensors. Table 1 gives some
aircraft parameters. The following modifications hawe been moe to the basic aircraft:

- a noseboom of 1.8 a length for the installation of sensors in the least disturbed flow area,
- an attamt point for external loads on the bottom of the fuselage, which can be used for travel

pods but is ro mainly used for P droplet spectromet-s,
- two photographic windows equipped with optical glass, 520 ma in diamet (alternatively, pressure

proof pods allow operation of sensors without windows),
- four ports, 80 m in diameter, in the top of the fuselage, which are used as inlets

for air dmistry instrumets and pyrradi:eters,
- a sealable aperture 250 me x 570 m on the left hard side of the fuselage (special widows for

optical and microwave remote sensors).

Part of the irstruneNtton for eteorological mesmmts is installed permwnnly, another part
is optional depending on the purpoe of the specific mission. Table 2 gives an overview of the
instrumentation. Reolution aid absolute airiw y f tl. u"'n parameters are qcve i, lable -.

The data are recorded by a fixed-wixred P4 unit. 160 dwhnls are sampled with 10 Hz, 16 channels
(for tur ulence measuremets) are sampled with 100 Hz each with a resolution of 12 bit. Measarmnt

speed for turbulence studies is around 100 ae. This gives a spatial resolution along the flight track
of I a 'or turbulenoe variables and of 10 a for others.
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Due to their limited altitude range and payload the motor gliders ae primarily used in the
atmospheric boundary layer. A low flight speed enabling the resolution of very small scales a one hand
and a high degree of flexibility on the other hand makes them the ideal research platform even for
complex terrain studies. The investigation of the atm eric boandary layer requires high spaceti
resolution, and this is achieved by the utilization of three identically equipped aircraft.

The ASK 16 is a low-wing aircraft manufactured of wood and metal. Figure 4 illustrates the form
and dimensions of the aircraft. The aircraft has two seats, the secrnd seat may also serve to install
additional equipment. Some aircraft parameters are given in Table 1.

All three aircraft possess identical instrumtation. A complete description of the measmuremnt
system and of data available fr several field wqperiments is given by Jochum et al. (1984), a short
survey by Jodiam at al. (1987). Table 4 provides a list of egaipment. The sensors fur tmperature,
humidity and pressurr are installed in and an the wing instrumt pod. A pitot static tube protrudes
forward from the point of the pod so that the total (static) presmure aperture(s) are 1440 (1311) mm
forward of the wing leading edge. The two accelerometers are installed in close vicinity of the oenter
of gravity. The two gyros are mounted in the cocktpit panel and are equipped with pick-offs for data
registration.

The speed range is between 75 kq/h and 170 km/h. aesuremn flights are conducted at
aspproximately 120 kmVh. There, the linear approximation of the aircraft lift equation used in the
vertical wind calculation is valid.

The determination of vertical windpei is based on the aerodynamic method escribed by LenBdiow
(1976). The rareters needed in the aerodynamic lift equation for the powered gliders ASK 16 are given
by Hacker (1982). The method was etensively tested by flying special patterns (pilot-indiced pitch and
roll oscillatias) in calm air with negligible vertical motion. The results (Hacker, 1982) show that
the manoauvre-irre perturbations are sufficiently damped by the method. Table 5 shows an overview
over acunacies, resolution and scales attained under standard measuvmnt flight conditions
(120 km/h speed, 20-30 km flight legs).

A small digitalization system (MINIDIG) was developed at the institute of Atmoshmric Physics.
There are 16 dnnels available with a resolution of 12 bits ead. The sampling rate can be selected at
.1, 1, 10 or 100 Hz. In general, data ame recor at 10 Hz (which is consistent with sensor response
tims). Thus, a spatial resolution along the flight path of 3-4 m is obtained.

Data

In general, the time series of basic physical variables are low-pass filtered with a cut-off
frequency of 2 Hz (mator gliders) or 0.6 Hz (Falcn) (about 17 m) in order to eliminate high-frequency
noise.

The data from the different aircraft are combined to yield vertical profiles of mean values,
variance and spectral dracteristics.

Varius methods have been employed to assess and maintain a high overall quality of data. For
details see the reports cited above. Willeke (1985) has analyzed interrinmrison flights of ASK 16 and
Falcon and finds good agreement.

2.2 hi riel modals

Numerical models of different complexity have been developed at the Institute of Atmos*eric
Rnysics in order to simulate turbulence in the atsteric boundary layer. A one-diminial (mD)
with thrd-order closire (Finger and Schidt, 1986) is able to predict the statistical behavior of a
hoimgenousnvective boundary layer. It has prognostic equation for mean quantities and for
varins and carianoes (s=d mmemnt). A three-dimenional (3D) model oorutes directly the motion
of the large eddies and e various parameterizations of the sib-grid scale turbulence (Sumanem et
al., 1987). Both mdls have en successfully cozared to laboratory masuremnts (in a watertank) and
to aircraft observatiom (Jodum and Schmidt, 1987).

The dvel ,t of a 3D direct simulation model (resolving even the small turblu~ene scales) for
stable homogeneous shear flows (Gerz, 1987) serves mainly basic reearch purpomes.

3. 111SI

There are various ways to describe turbulenoe. The two principally different asredm are
illustrated in Figure 2:

- one realization of the complete three-diuemonal flow field
- statistical metds (involving sam kind of averaging) are used to nttain information about the

Ast probbele behavior:
- spectral analysis allows determiration of characteristic energy ontaining svelengths, of

turbulence intemsity, and of dissipation rates,
- pr bability distributions give additional information about sksaee (third in dicating

the relation between vigorous uAdrafts aid weak dckmdrafta) and kIurtois (forth moent
characterizing the difference between peak quota and mean varisnce).

Dmuples of reults obtained from theme different aroaes are given onsecutively. They all
refer to the onvective boudary layer. There the dainant contribution to turbulec mrgyco from
the vwtical velocity compart, which therefore has been dhoem for presentation. The height of the



onective bkadary layer is defined as the level of the lowest taqerature iversion aid is denoted by
z i•

Theungdina flowi f ad

A three-dimensical numrical -,P (Schumann et al., 1987) has been used to siulate the details
of turbulent convection. The numerical grid size is reduce to the scale of turbulent ediee in the
inertial subrage. The bigger portion of the turbulent kinetic energy is resolved, whereas the subgrid
sle turbulenae is moIs~ed by secod order clsure. This techigue is termed large eddy simulation
(IS). In order to validate the method, m l results have been compared to data otained from a
laboratory expaerimnt. Figure 5-a shiia a vertical x-z cross section of vertical velocity. The
Oownve . bm.dary layer is characterized by the domain with sm str updrafts and wakar
dwndrafts, whereas the velocities are generally small In the stable layer aloft. Figure 5-b shw a
oOrriI horizontal x-y oross section through the middle of the boundary layer, which confirs the
picture of a few strong updrafts and many weak downtrafts.

From the LES results vertical velocity spectra have been computed at various heights. Figure 6
shows an example for z/z = 0.5. There the inertial subrange exhibits the characteristic -5/3 slope
(vyn larman spectrum). Th computed energy containing wavelength at about A, = 1.3 zi is in good

agreement with the observations.

authors have derived simple models (mostly analytic expressions) for spectra obtained from
extensive field experiments. Kaimal et al. (1976) for example give universal curves for velocity
spectra in term of normalized coordinates. Figure 7 shows that vertical velocity spectra for different
normalized height ranges z/zi collapse into a single curve at the high frequency end, whereas the
normalized peak wavelength A( (low frequencies) depends on normalized height. This height depede
is further illustrated in Fiare 8, here the dased line represents the relationship (Cauey and
Palmer, 1979)

A 1.8 - xp( -4z - .0003 exp(-))) ()Z, A, z,

A further analytic expressicn for vertical velocity spectra in the lower half of the convective and
neutral boundary layer is given by Hojstrup (1982). Figure 9 show the formila and the agrement with
measured data.

Probablty distrilsiticna

An example of measured vertical velocity probability distributions at different height levels is
given in Figure 10 (Jochum, 1985). T1here it is evident that the principal characteristics (varianoe,
skemness, kurtcsis) are height dependent and in general non-Gaussian. The complete flow fields shon
partly in Figure 5-a and Figure 5-b also clearly indicate the ao sian nature of the vertical
velocity distribution for convective turbuiea. fle third uomnt w' (which is a emasure of skma.s
as shown in Figure 11 as a function of rmiralized height attains a aximum value of about .25 w*
arund the middle of the boundary layer (whore the peak waveeangth has a aium, too).

Vertical velocity variance as a uncticn of height is shown in Figure 12 (computed from two
different numerical models) and Figure 13 (from observations). hee analytical expression derived from
the observations (Wilczak and Phillips, 1986)

ZI Z,(2)

is given by the solid line in Figure 13. Mhe convective scaling velocity w. can be estimated from
routine maeteorological data (van Ulden and Holtslag, 1985).
Figura 19 shows the good agrement between vertical velocity variance profiles obtained from 3D LES
sinilatiaun and motorglider measurements.

4. AFPI1QW TD AMT FCK

During all masurement flights vertical and horizontal accelerations of the aircraft have been
recode as weall. Even without knoing the aircraft's regpue characteristics (from a system
identification) or the pilot indced movemets (which are not yet measured), some columicr about the
dynamic reaction of the aircraft in turbulent air can be drawn. Spectral analysis shms clearly that
the dominant turbulence wavelength has virtually no influece on the dminant respowe frequency which
is around 0.3-0.6 Hz at all heights (Figure 16) and with dominanc of shear or buoyancy production
(irihardt, 1985). Insection of prability distributions for the am da"sse reveals marked
diffaeereas with changing height (Figure 17) or turbulence proda-tion mecanlsm (Figure 15) for
vertical wind velocity but virtually no differencm for vertical aircraft acceleration.

The results of a different method of analysis are shown in Figure 18. There the contributiuns to
the total variance resulting frzm different scale (or frequency) ranges are craputed by appropriately
filtering the tise series (Jocum et al., 1987). Sall scales represent turbilence of stochastic
character, intermediate scale sizes are organized structures up to the boundary layer depth scale, and
large scales refer tp eddy sizes larger than the bcsimary layer depth. Vertical velocity variance is
produced mainly by intermediate size scales, hereas vertical aircraft acleration varisanc is
proed esentially by wml scales.
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5. 03KLCU08m AM CUTU

A brief overview of atmospheric turbulence work at IWVIR has been presented. This work
cometrate an low altitude turbulence in the atmoperic boundary layer. Thee, the tutilence
haracteristics aver homogereous terrain are fairly well understood, and can be described in terms of a

few paramters *tich can be estimated fra rzutine meteorological data. The accuracy of this
demcripiticn is satisfactory for many aplication purposes.

Further research at IFVIR is aiming at understanding the atmospheric boundary layer over complex
terrain and in ctL-ming meteorological citiams. Model developmet is continuing and will finally
lead to a 3D LS -el with arg9raphy and clouds. 7he three motor gliders are presently completed by an
air motian senir and high-acuracy satellite poitioning system. 7le Falon jet will have a rew
avicnics and inertial reference system soon ,iich is supposed to improve wind a;-d turbulence
meueents.

Both aircraft are presently being equipped with sensors measuring the pilot-inced movents, and
a system identification is being perfomed. Then the coaplete dynamic response of the research aircraft
in turbulent air can be msasured. Analccuosly, models of the dynamic respnse are going to be added to
the existing numerical models, so that the aircraft respse can be computed, and results of
computatiuns can be compared to measured data.
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ASK 163 Falcon

maximum take-oft weight (MTOW) 765 ftp 13 000 kp

permanently-installed equipment 70 kp Included below

allowance for crew and fuel 200 ftp 5 090 tp,

range 700 km 1220 - 1680 km

(dependls on altitude)

service ceiling 8500 Ift mul 42 000 ft

maximum rate of climb 2 m/s at 100 km/h 10 m/s

Table 1. Selected aircraft speciflcaflons
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permanently Installed sensors are: Temperatures
" Pressure and wind: 0 reverse flow temperature probe (Pt 100 manu-- Flow angle sensor Rosemount 858 J with factured in-house)

transducer Rosemrnunt 1201 for absolute 0 Pt 100 in humidity channel (manufactured in-
(static) pressure and Rosemount 1221 for house)
differential (impact, angle of attack and 0 Barnes PRT-5 radiation thermometer (one air-
sideslip) pressures. craft only)

- Inertial navigation sytem Litton 72.
" Temperature: Humidity

- Two probes Rosemount 102 (fast and 0 ERC Lyman-alpha hygrometer
slow). 0 Vaishla humicap relative humidity sensor

" Humiditly:
- Dew point sensor General Eastern 1011. Pressure
- Relative Humidity sensor Vaishli Humicap. * Rosemount static and dynamic transducers for
- Absolute Humlditiy sensor ERC Lyman a.
The Humicap and the Lyman a sensors are pilot static tube

mounted Inside the fuselage in a tube. On its Aircraft motion
inlet the housing the Rosemount temperature
sensor is fixed. Close to the humidity sensors * Sundstrand accelerometer (2)
the temperature and the pressure are meas- * SFENA vertical gyro (pitch and roll angle)
ured in the tube. So the influences of the heat- * AIM directional gyro (heading)
Ing of the air and the rise of the pressure in the Video camera(s) looking forward and/or downward
tube of the humidity measurements can be cor- (optional)
rected.

" Liquid water content:
- Cloud technology (Johnson-Williams) Sen- Table 4. Instrumentation ASK 16

sor CT-10. (from Jochum et al.,1987)

Optional sensors are:
* Radiation: relative accuracy of derived quantities

- Pyranometer Eppley PSP (upward and potential temperature + .07 K
downward).

- Pyrgeometer Eppley PIR (upward and specific humidity ± .05 g/kg
downward).

- Radiometer Barnes PRT6 (downward). vertical wind speed + 2 r/s

" Cloud Physics: height + i0 m (abs.)
- Droplet spe,;trometer PMS FSSP-100.
- Droplet spectrometer PMS OAP-230X. ) includes only errors of input parameters
- Liquid water content sensor PMS CSIRO-

King.
" Aaerosol Lidar: horizontal resolution 3.3 m

- Airborne Lidar System DFVLR ALEX-Fl. scales 16.5 m - 3.3 km

Table 2. Instrumentation Falcon (from FImpel, 1987) altitude rnge 30 m agl - 2.5 km msl

Table S. Standard data characteristics ASK 16
(from Jochum at al., 1987)

absolute accuracy of main parameters

Parameter Resolution Accuracy

Static pressure +0.12 +1.5 hPa

Impact pressure ±0.06 ±1.2 hPa

Temperature ±0.02 +0.5 K

Relative humidity ±0.02 +2.0 %

Absolute humidity ±0.01 ±0.7 g/m
3

Horizontal wind components +) 5.0 m/s

Vertical wind component + ±0.8 m/s

') Computed from several parameters

horizontal resolution 1 m

scales 5.5 m - 5 km

altitude range 30 in agi - 12 km mel

Table 3. Standard data characerlstics Falcon
(from Meachner, 1985)
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Figure 2. Tools In atmospheric turbulence research.

1: Temperatur 8: Impact pressure
2: Humidity 9: Flow angle sensor
3: Johnson-Williams LWC 10: Photo windows
4: Outlet of the (Lidar system)

'humidity tube' 11: Pyranometer upward
5: Pyrgeometer downward 12: Pyrgeometer upward
6: Pynanometer downward 13: Droplet spectrometer
7: Static pressure and CSIRO-King LWC

Figure S. Falcon with Instrumentation (from Fimpe. 1987).



Figure 4. ASK 16 with Instrumentation (from Jochum et al., 1987).

z inm 0.3
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Figure 5. Vertical velocity component w. (a) in an n-z cross section (from Schumann
et al. 1987); isoline increment 0.5w; solid (dashed) lines represent positive
(negaltive) values. (b) x-y cross section at 0.62z,; solid (dashed) lines denote
updrafts (downdrafts): isotine increment .OO2m/s. (Schmidt, 1987. personal
communication).
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Figure 6.Vertical velocity spectrum from LES simulation at 0.6z (from Schumann et
at.. 1987); solid (dashed) lines denote computed (measured In a watertank)
values.
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Figure 7. Normalized velocity spectra from observations
expressed in mixed-layer similarity coordinates
IKaimal et al.. 1976).
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Figure 9. Vertical velocity spectra and variance: holstrup formula (trom Hogxtrup.
1982). The, surface layer friction velocity u and the Monin-Obuchow length
L can be estimated from routine meteorological parameters (van Ulden ond
H-oltslag. 1985)
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Figure 118. Vertical velocity probability distributions from observations at different
heights. The abscissa is labelled vertical wind, mis.
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Figure 11. Vertical velocity skewness as a function of Figure 12. Vertical velocity variance fronm modei simu-
height (from Schumann et at., 1987). solid lations (from Finger and Schmidt, 1986). nor-
(dashed) tines denote computed (measured in malized with w.. DIN 85 denotes measurements
a watertank) values. in a watertanlt. MtI and M2 are models with dit-

ferei trbulnceparameterization.
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Figure 13. Vertical velocity variance from observations
(from Wllczak and Phitlps. 1986). The sotid tine
is given by relationship (2). the heavy dashed
tine represents observations.
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Figure 14. Measured spectra of vertical wind (left) and Figure 15. Measured distributions of vertical wind (left)
vertical acceleration of aircraft (right): shear and vertical acceleration of aircraft (right):
produced (below) versus buoyancy produced shear produced (below) versus buoyancy prod-
(above) turbulence. uced (above) turbulence.
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Figure 1. Measured spectra of vertical wind (left) and vertical acceleration of air-
craft (right): height dependence.
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Figure 17. Measured distributions of vertical wind (left) and vertical acceleration of
aircraft (right?: height dependence.
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